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74 -76-78 Bell Street              SU 761829  

Grade  II* Listed  

This is a medieval hall with two cross wings. The 

central, two–bay hall and its cross passage were 

dendro-dated to 1405. The northern two-bay wing 

appears to be of the same date, as it shares its south 

timber framed side wall with the north gable of the 

hall. It was built on the edge of  ‘Countess Gardens’, 
possibly on part of the former royal manorial site abandoned by 1381. Both cross wings 

were cut back and the front was rebuilt in brick with parapet c 1800. The building was 

owned by Brakspear’s Brewery from the late C18 and was its principal maltings until 
ca.1900 with a large malt house attached to the back of No.76 (still shown on the 1878 OS 

map). The malt house was demolished, probably when the house was subsequently 

divided into 3.   NB No. 74  dendro dated to spring 1569 by Dan Miles October 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           18.40 m street frontage  

 

NB The later rear wings are not described here (for more details see Journal No 9, H.A.& 

H.G 1993 – now partly superseded ) 

• No. 74 appears to have been the two-bay service end, adjoining the cross passage and 

the original entrance would have been from there, probably in the form of two doors 

serving a buttery and pantry. The front was reduced in length when the new brick wall 

was built replacing the timber framing and when the roof was hipped back over both 

cross wings.  

• Entrance into No.76 is still directly into the cross passage, the original main entrance. 

• The wall post in the centre of the rear wall of the hall – best seen at first floor level – 

has remnants of a pilaster and capital from which the east arch brace rises.  

• Two tiers of cusped, chamfered wind braces, now only clearly visible at the attic stairs, 

would have made an impressive roof over the open hall together with the arch braced 

central truss. All roof timbers still show sooting from the former open hearth on the 

hall floor. 

• A large brick stack was inserted into the north wall between hall and cross wing, 

serving fire places in both, when the hall was chambered over, probably in the C16th . 

Central truss of two-bay hall, 

north facing.  Dated to 1405 by  

the Oxford Dendro Lab. 

©  drawing R. Gibson  



• No 78 is now a 2 ½ bay cross wing. In the 3rd bay the joists have been cut to create 

an opening, with corresponding alterations in the roof above. Was this a space for a 

hoist? (NB much grain was found under the 1st floor and attic floor boards.) 

• There is a large tension brace in the 1st floor north wall, the same as that seen in the 

wall opposite, which forms the north gable wall of the hall; demonstrating that both 

are of one build. 

• The front attic retains remnants of the former gabled roof, at right angles to the hall. 

This was cut back, when the house was re-fronted in brick.                                   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                       

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

  

 
 

 

 

 

© Ruth Gibson, BA, IHBC 2012 and 2020 

The impressive arch brace rises from the 

central post of the hall at No 76.  This had a 

richly carved pilaster and capital front, part of 

which is visible in the picture below. – The 

start of the cusped wind braces can also just be 

made out above.   

Above: Two tiers of cusped  wind braces. They were once  

highly visible in the roof space of the open hall, a sign of 

wealth and the desire to impress visitors.  

Below:  A large tension brace at No.78, a framing method 

typical of medieval carpentry. The wall opposite between 

Nos. 76 and 78 has a matching brace. 
























